[Painful total knee arthroplasty. A treatment algorithm].
Persisting and newly occurring complaints after implantation of a total knee endoprosthesis (TKE) are common problems for orthopaedic surgeons in clinics and private practices. The search for the cause and the diagnostics are often difficult due to the many possible influencing factors. Painful TKE requires patience from the orthopaedic surgeon as well as from the patient. The indications for surgical revision should basically be considered with caution and conservative therapeutic procedures can contribute to a considerable improvement in complaints. The treatment algorithm presented in this article helps to adopt a therapeutic direction and if necessary in assessing the indications for revision or replacement surgery. The algorithm offers the possibility of a systematic classification according to clinical, radiological and laboratory testing aspects and assists in the decision for further procedures depending on the four differential diagnoses of limitations in movement, instability, loosening and infection. Revision operations should be performed in specialized centers and should be tailored to the individual patient. A comprehensive knowledge of knee joint biomechanics and experience with the large spectrum of modular and axis-linked revision systems are essential for revision surgeons.